
Going to the root
of the problem
Teaching youngsters about the birds and the bees is just
one solution to a multi faceted stubborn social issue
THE sex education issue facing us
today is an old one but no satis
factory solution has been found to
overcome this stubborn problem
The Education Ministry s desire

to teach sex education is no pana
cea to this social problem
In the 1960s the John Birch

Society an ultra conservative
organisation pushed US schools
to eliminate sex education in
classrooms charging they were
smut immoral and a filthy com
munist plot to poison the minds of
American children
By the end of the 1970S only

Washington DC and the states
of Kentucky Maryland and New
Jersey required sex education to
be taught in public schools
Decline in sex education in the

1970s was accompanied by a steady
rise in teen sexual encounters and
out of wedlock births
When the AIDS epidemic began

to expand its reach into American
schools in the i98os parents and
educators decided they needed to
teach children about the realities
of sex and disease
A study there found that 84 per

cent of young females surveyed
wanted to learn how to say No
without hurting the feelings of the
other person while advocates of
teen abstinence also asserted that
teaching youths about birth control
had given them permission to
engage in premarital sex
Sex education does not work

like a vaccine as human beings
are complex and complicated
creatures

Will another class of sex educa
tion in school solve baby dumping
at all Will sex education prevent
teenage premarital sex Will the
already much burdened school
teachers be forced to teach a sub
ject in which few are adequately
equipped to instruct Will sex

education be yet another weak
experiment to firefight a social
problem suppressing its symp
toms but offering little long term
solutions to teen pregnancies and
baby dumping
It can only have limited success

without attacking the root causes of
larger contributing factors
One of them is food pumped

up by antibiotics and growth

hormones to reduce the maturity
period Which endocrinologist will
prescribe such massive dosages
of potent drugs regularly to the
population without careful moni
toring This is exactly what we
have done to our children s bodies
which are advanced beyond their
fragile emotional ability to control
their urges
Education in general and sex

education in particular are the
sacred duties of parents Outsource
this task to the maid Internet and
other mass media and we are in
for more teenage pregnancies and
promiscuity A UKM survey in
the 19903 found that Malaysian
parents spent six to 12 minutes a
day with their children Internet
security firm Norton recently
produced a family report which
stated that Malaysian children
spent an average of 64 hours online
every month Google sex and
0 14 seconds later it shows there
595 000 000 sites on the subject
Children need to be taught

on values character needs to be
moulded and reading diet requires
regular supervision and monitor
ing How many parents do this
On the other hand intellectual

quotient is highly promoted here
via the maximum number of As a
student can score in public exams
The government should embark
on emotional quotient EQ educa
tion Lack of emotional intelligence
is partly responsible for premarital
sex regardless of social back
grounds Lacking in self esteem
many girls are easily deceived
into giving sex in exchange for
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temporary acceptance from their
male counterparts in the name
of love

If the government is not pre
pared to take the bull by the horns
in dealing with these changes one
by one I see sex education as

another firefighting exercise in a
weak response to a growing social
menace

Jordan Tan
Kuala Lumpur
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